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Spectrally filtrated model of a nonlinear visco-elastic medium 

CZ. RYMARZ (WARSZAWA) 

CONSTRUCTION of a filtrated model of a geometrically nonlinear visco-elastic medium is presented. 
The nature of the filtration procedure and construction of effective operators are shown. To 
this end displacement u1 and velocity v 1 fields are decomposed into the filtered parts u1 , v1 and 
fluctuations u;, v;, respectively. The effective operator is determined to within an accuracy 
of the spectral fluctuation fields, which may be evaluated on the basis of the measurement data. 
If such data are not available, the fluctuation fields are determined with u1 and v1 by means 
of a recursive procedure described in the paper. 

W pracy przedstawiono konstrukcj~ odfiltrowanego modelu dla geometrycznie nieliniowego 
osrodka lepko-spr~zystego. Przedstawiono istot~ procedury filtrowania, a nast~pnie konstrukcji 
operatora efektywnego. W tym celu podzielono pola przernieszczen ui i pr~dkosci vi na cz~sc 
odfiltrowan(l lit, Vi i cz~sc fluktuacyjn(l u; , vi. Operator efektywny uzyskuje si~ z dokladnoSci(l 
do pol fluktuacji widmowych. Pola takie mozna wyznaczyc na podstawie danych pomiarowych. 
Przy braku takich danych pola fluktuacj i mozna wyznaczyc l(lcznie z polami ui, Vi wedlug 
przedstawionej w pracy procedury rekursyjnej. 

B pa6oTe rrpe.qcrasneHo rrocTPoemre oTcpiiJII>TPoBaHHo:H: Mo.qeJII{ .q.JIH reoMCTPI{tlecKH HeJII{
He:H:Ho:H: BH3I<oyrrpyro:H: cpegbi. Tipe.qcrasneHa CYll\HOCTb rrpo~e.qypbi cp:UJibTPOBaHitH:, a sa
'l'eM rrocTPoeHHH: 3cpcpei<THBHoro orrepaTopa. C 3TOH ~eJII>JO nona rrepeMe~eHIDi u1 H CI<opoc
l·e:H: Vt pa3.qeJieHbi Ha oTcpHJibTPOBaHHYJO 't!aCTb Ui, Vi H <t>nYJ<Tya~HOHHYJO 't!acn. u;, v~. 3<1>
Q>eKTltBHbiH orrepaTop IIOJiy't!aeTCH C TO'tJHOCTblO .qo IIOJieH crreKTPaJibHbiX cpJiyi<Tya~. TaKHe 
ilOJI.fl MOIKHO OTipC~CJII{Tb Ha OCHOBC H3MepiiTeJihHbiX .qaHHbiX. Tipii OTCyTCTBHH TaKHX .qau
HbiX nona cpJIYI<Tya~H:H: Mo>KHo orrpe.qeJIHTb coBMeCTHo c rro.JIHM:U lit, Vt cornacHo rrpe.qcras
JJemroH' B pa6oTe pei<ypcHBHo:H: rrpo~e.qype. 

1. Introduction 

THE PRESENT state of development of phenomenological models of material continua 
is the result of parallel development of analytical methods in mathematics, of the theory 
of generalized functions and functional spaces; this enabled the description of space-time 
processes modelling various physical phenomena of arbitrarily irregular character. The 
irregularities may be due to the external causes influencing the object under investigation, 
or due to the internal structure of the model and its theory itself. It frequently happens 
that external actions may be treated as a superposition of causes of arbitrary degree of 
irregularity. Ability of a rational classification of such causes and of tracing their individual 
results makes it possible to understand the nature of processes taking place within the 
material and the properties of the theory applied. 

External causes are now frequently modelled by means of measurements made at 
a finite nunber of space-time points. Results of such measurements contain errors character
istic for each measurement technique. If such results are to be used as initial or boundary 
data field~, they should first be properly processed in order to eliminate the random errors, 
to perforn the necessary interpolation and to refer them to the calculation point arrays 
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assumed for numerical analysis. Situations of such kind are encountered in evaluation 
of ecological, meteorological and hydrological forecasts. 

Realisation of both types of tasks (separation of causes and effects and assimilation 
of measurement results) necessitates the application of space, time or space-time filtration 
procedures. Such procedures have been developed in the signal theory and are usually 
applied to filtrate the time processes. Material field filtration processes are at a lower stage 
of development; it applies also to the assimilation of measurement results containing 
random errors and obtained by means of filtration procedures. Particularly interesting 
is the filtration procedure based on the notion of the KALMAN-Bucy filter [1], which is 
of a recursive character and enables filtrated assimilation in the model of a given set of 
current measurements. As a result, the forecasted process is a resultant of the "work" 
done by the forecast model and the actual measurements. 

In the present paper and in papers [2-5] a filtration procedure is used which resembles 
that applied in the signal theory; it consists in a proper selection of spatial spectrum intervals 
in spectral images of material fields. Such choice follows partly from cognitive reasons 
(determination of model reaction to individual spectrum intervals), and partly from prac
tical reasons connected with the numerical method applied, the assimilated measurement 
data, etc. This procedure accounts also, whenever it is possible, for minimization of the 
spectral effects coming from without the selected spectrum intervals. 

In the space of positions, the filtration operation performed in the spectral space reduces 
to a convolution; it is applied both to the equations of the theory and to the data fields. 
This problem of fundamental importance for the filtration procedures has been tackled 
in [2] and in the present paper (Section 2). 

It should be noted that spatial filtration procedures are sometimes unconsciously used 
by numerous authors. Some examples of such applications are given in [2]. Here let us 
mention several examples: procedure of averaging based on spatial ergodic hypothesis 
[6], construction of pseudo-continuum (quasi-continuum) models [7, 8], theories of general
ized functions etc. Numerical methods may also be treated as certain filtration procedures. 

It was found in [3, 4] that an effective operator may be constructed for linear models. 
Considerable difficulties are encountered in cases of nonlinear models. In order to construct 
an effective nonlinear operator, the so-called closure procedures must be applied. Such 
procedures are used in the turbulence theory (closure K and higher approximations) [9]. 
An example of the closure procedure based on measurement results was presented in 
[4]. 

It was observed in [5] that in formulating the boundary value problems for filtered 
models, a characteristic boundary layer appears; it is connected with a nonlocal effect 
and contains body forces dependent on the displacements or stresses at the boundary. 

The aim of the present paper is to construct a filtered model for a nonlinear visco
elastic medium and to demonstrate the fundamental difficulties appearing in the construc
tion of an effective operator. It is known that in the nonlinear case spectral intervals are not 
separated and spectral exchange (of momentum or energy) between the intervals occurs. 
Thus it becomes necessary to propose a suitable "parametrisation" of the extra-interval 
effects, what represents a rather difficult task. It will be considerably simplified in the case 
when the set of measurements data characterizing the process modelled is given. In nu-
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merous cases the data may be used to solve the problem and to construct the effective 
operator. 

The filtration procedure is presented in Sect. 2, construction of the filtered model for 
a nonlinear visco-elastic medium is discussed in Sect. 3, the concept of closure in nonlinear 
filtered models is explained in Sect. 4; conclusions following from the results obtained 
are presented in Sect. 5. 

2. Filtration procedure 

Spectral filtration is equivalent to the following convolution operation: 

(2.1) q,(k)u(k)-+ J q,(x-x')u(x')d3x', 
D 

where q,(k) is the function of spectral "cutout". In the simplest case of uniform filtration 

(2.2) 
_ {1, lkl < kL , 

q>(k) - 0, lkl > kL. 

The convolution kernel q,(x- x') may be treated as a test function in the construction 
of generalized functions (distributions). Hence in the filtered models the boundary value 
problem is formulated and solved for such generalized functions and, in this manner, 
the generalized solutions have a well-defined interpretation. Functions q, are usually assu
med to have the following properties: 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

q,(x-x') = <P(x' -x), 

<P(x - s') = 0, <P,1(x-x') = 0. 

The fundamantal problem in constructing the filtered model consists in the determina
tion of the effective operator Act defined as follows: 

(2.5) 

It was shown in [I] that Aer is easily determined for linear operators A. In the case 
when A is a nonlinear operator with an additive linear term, then 

(2.6) 

where 

(2.7) 
- (q,u) 
u = <q,> ' u' = u-u. 

For the sake of simplicity it is usually assumed that (q,) = I. It resembles the procedure 
of division of the field u into the average value u and fluctuation u'. 

Problem of closure of the theory consists in finding such an operator G, linear or 
nonlinear, which allows for expressing the nonlinear operator N in the form 

(2.8) (q,N(U, u')) = G(q>u) = Gu. 

A good example of such procedure is found in the theory of turbulence (K-approxima
tion). In the general case the problem is very complicated. 
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3. Construction of filtered models for nonlinear visco-elastic medium 

Equations of motion of the medium have the form 

(3.1) 
(J2u, 

-e at2 +tu,J+f!h = 0, 

where t,1 = stu+ 0 t,i, • t,1 -elastic stresses, 0 t,1 -dissipative stresses. Taking into 
account geometric nonlinearity only, the following constitutive equations of the medium 
are assumed: 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

where 

(3.4) 

,111 = Cuueu = C•;••( '••- ~ Um,tum,l) • 
otii = DtJklekl = Dlikl[dkl-(ek,.v,.,,+e,,.v,.,k)], 

Under the assumption of constant density, e = const, convolution with the kernel ct>(x
-x') yields the equation 

(3.5) 

where 

(3.6) (ct>u,) = J ct>(x-x')u1(x')d3x'. 
D 

In order to determine the effective operator "acting" on (ct>u), the term containing 
stress tii is integrated by parts to lead to 

(3.7) (ct>tu,1) = ((ct>tu),1)-(ct>,1 tu) = (ct>(x-s)tiJnls))+(ct>tu).1 . 

According to Eq. (2.4), the first (surface) term vanishes, so that the operation of 
partial differentiation commutes with the operation of convolution. This rule is, however, 
violated in the boundary layer (close to the boundary), its dimenssion being dependent 
of the support of function ct>(x-x') where, in general, 

(3.8) (ct>(x- s') ttJ(s')n1(s')) =1= 0. 

In an elastic homogeneous medium, elastic stresses 5 t11 satisfy, acccording to Eqs. 
(3.2), (3.3), the equations 

(3.9) 

Taking into account the fact that the operations of differentiation and convolution commute, 
we obtain at ( ct>) = 1 the relation 

(3.10) 

what makes it possible to decompose the displacement gradient field 

(3.11) 
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Similar decomposition is made in the case of velocity gradient fields. Definition u~.t = 

= u,.,~;-Um,tc yielding the result 

(3.12) 

Taking this into account, (<P3 tiJ) is written in the form 

(3.13) (<P,Iu) = CtJkt ( <P[ (8,, + <k,)- ~ (ii.,,,+u~ .• ) (ii.,,, +u~.,)]) 
or, after transformations and using formula (3.12), the form 

(3.14) (<P,t11) = Cu., [e.,- ~ (ii.,,,u.,,,)- ~ (<PU:.,,,u:. •• >]. 
The first two right-hand terms of this equation contain derivatives of the filtered displace

ment field ui. The third term is of a different structure; it is responsible for "interaction" 
between the large-scale and small-scale phenomena, the interaction being characteristic 
for nonlinear theories. The problem of closure reduces in that case to expressing it in 
terms of um,k. It should be stressed that the problem of closure in nonlinear models remains 
an open question as yet, positive answers to the question being rare. 

Expression for the dissipative stresses Dt11 has the form 

(3.15) nlu = DIJ., [d.,- (• .. v,, 1+ <1,v,,,)+ ~ (u.,,,u,.,,v,, 1 +u.,, 1u.,,,v,,,)] 

= Dfi~ + Dft] + Df/j 

decomposition of D tiJ being made in anticipation of further transformations of the formula. 
Making use of gradient field decomposition, cf. Eq. (3.11 ), we obtain after transformations 

(3.16) <<PDti~> = Dt}kl{4, 

(3.17) (<PDtlj) = -Dtlkt(e",.v,.,, + e,,.v,.,")-D,Jkl((<Ps~,.v~.,) +(<Psi,.v~.")), 

(3 18) <<P 3> t n r.; - - - - - J 1 n r- <<P I I > • Dill = 2 l}klLUm,kUm,nVn,l+Um,lUm,nVn,k + 2 l}kl Um,k Um,nVn,l 

+u,.,,(<Pu~.,.v~.")] + ~ Dilu[((4>u~."v~.,) +(<Pu~.,v~.~:))u,.,,.] 

+ ~ D,l"' [(<Pu~."u~,,.)v,.,, +(<Pu~.,u~:")v,.,~c] 

1 D [(<P I I I > <""" ' ·I ' · I I + 2 tJkl Um,kUm,nVn,l + "<VU,,rU,.,,.V11 ,A:>]. 

Effective operator will be determined if 

(3.19) (<P ... ) = 0 

or if all "primed" values are known. Vanishing of all terms < <Pu~ u~) is possible if the 
"mixing hypothesis" is satisfied, 

(3.20) 
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Relation (3.20) is fulfilled if one of the fields appearing in the product varies much 
faster than the other one, or if both of them are subject to rapid changes in the space 
(fluctuations). The first case may take .Place in considering the factorization of the mass 
flux (qJe'v~). Since the space fluctuations of e' are usually much smaller than those of v;, 
the relation holds true 

(3.21) 

If u;, vi are known, convolutions ( qJ ... ) play the role of coefficients in the equations. 
In such cases Dtf1 may, for example, be written as 

(3 22) 3 1 D [- - - - - - ] Dt - D2 - D3 -
• Dtii = T i}ld Um,kUm,nVn,t+Um,rUm,nVn,k + ijkmUm,k+ i}mtUm,l+ i}mnUm ,rt 

+ Dfi,zv,,, + DlJtrr v,. ," + Df1 , 

where 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

Thus the linear constitutive equations are obtained, involving material tensors dependent 
on ui, vi; they may represent the "spectral fluctuations" of the measurements performed. 

Once the fields u~ , v; are known, the filtered "measurement" model is closed, since now 
only the filtered fields iim, vm (or their derivatives) appear in the equations. Material tensors 
(3.23)-(3.28) and similar ones appearing in ,tlJ and Dti~' Dt'f1 determine the properties 
of visco-~lastic medium after filtration; its spectral anisotropy and nonhomogeneity 
apJ>ears, what is an evident effect of nonlinearity of the unfiltered model: in a nonlinear 
model spectral separation does not occur and the phenomena from without the spectral 
scale (fluctuations) affect the phenomena observed in the spectrum interval considered. 
This property may be used to test the models and evaluate the nonlinearity effects. ·To 
this end, process simulation in different spectrum intervals and comparative analysis 
of the results should be performed. This makes it possible to determine the spectral ranges 
of various phenomena what is of great importance for evaluating the levels of dissipation 
in material media. 
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4. Concept of closure in nonlinear filtered models 

Several concepts of various validity ranges may be proposed. A frequently applied 
procedure consists in constructing parametrization& of processes running outside the 
spectral band considered but affecting the processes occurring in the investigated interval. 
To this end the knowledge of microphysical phenomena is used, as well as the experience 
and the asymptotic approximations characterizing certain classes of processes. Such 
approach is usually applied in gas dynamics and meteorology, characterized by a wide 
spectral scale of physical phenomena. 

According to the most general procedure, a model for the primed values is con
structed. This method enables the simultaneous recursive search for both u, and u~. In 
addition, the models for u;,. may considerably be simplified, depending on the class of the 
processes considered. 

Making use of the definition of u;,., we obtain the equation 

o2ui 
(4.1) -(! Ot 2

1 +(sftJ+Dti)-(l/J,tl})-(l/JDttJ)),j+(!ji
1 = 0. 

Stress differences 11t11 -(lP:~t11), Dtt1 - (</JDt;1) appearing in this equation may be represented 
in the form (cf. Sect. 3) 

(4 2) (l/J > c I c~ I c2 I 1 c I I · stu- sit} = l}klell- iJmlUm,l- i)tmUm,l- T IJklUm,tUm,l 

+ ~ C,l"'< <Pu;,.," u;,.,,), 

where 

(4 3) C1 I C -· IJml = T t}klum,k' 

(4 4) C2 I c -· i}lr.m = T t)klUm,l' 

(4.5) Dt,)-(l/JDti)> = Dt)kld;, 

(4.6) Dt{j-(l/JDt,~> = -DI)tl[e~v~.l+ elnv~.k+ EtnV~.l+ e,nv~.k 

+ e~nVn,l + elrrvrr,t1 +DtJkl[(l/Je~"v~.,) +(<!J el,.v~;t)] 
or, using the notations 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.IO) 

in the form 

Dl1n1 = Du"' €""' 

DlJ"" = DtJ"'v"·'' 
DfJ"" = DtJkl e,", 
DtJn, = DtJklvn,t 

(4.11) Dti~-(l/JDt{j) = -DIJkl[e~nV~,l+elnv~,k]-D,~nlV~,l-DDue~,. 
- DfJtraV~.t- DtJnl e~, + DtJkl [(l/Je~~~v~.l) +(l/Jelrrv;,t)]. 

The complex relationship for the difference Dtr1- ( </JD It~) involving II terms is not written 
here. 
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Thus we have obtained integro-differential equations for u; and v;, with material 
tensors being this time functions of the filtered values iii, vi. In the most general case, the 
equations should be solved jointly for lit and uj according to the following recursive algo
rithm: 

1) values of um(O), u~(O) are determined from the initial data; 
2) convolutions of ( (/) ... ) with magnitudes u~, v; are calculated; 
3) evaluated are: the values of ui(L1t), 
4) convolutions of((/> ... ) with u, and Vj, 
5) and the field uaL1t) 
6) calculations should be continued. 
It should be stressed that the problem posed above is very complicated in spite of the 

sequentiallinearisation of iii introduced, so that various possible simplifications would be 
of primary importance. 

First, if a weak spectral "exchange" between the intervals takes place, values of u; 
vary but little in time and may be considered as being almost constant in sufficiently large 
time intervals; it will then be possible to evaluate them only on the basis of the initial 
data. 

Another simplification follows from assuming u~ to be negligibly small in comparison 
with vj = a,u; (fast variation of fluctuations in time). In such a case equation for vj takes 
the comparatively simple form 

(4 12) av; D d 1 D [ I - - I 1 1 n ..., - I · -e Tt + l)kl A:l,J- tJkl Ek,Vn,l + Ez,Vn,k ,J+ 2 lJklLUm,kUm,nVn.l 

+iim,lUm,nV~,k].J+e.fi' = 0 . 

This is a linear equation in vi with "material constants" depending on u1• Introduction 
of additional simplifications may be the subject of separate considerations. 

S. Conclusions 

The following general conclusions may be drawn from the results obtained thus far: 
1) The filtration procedure has a strict interpretation in the linear case only, when 

spectral separation occurs, enabling the determination of effective operators. 
2) In case of nonlinear theories spectral separation is, in general, impossible. 

However, this property may be used in the analysis of mutual interaction of effects cor
responding to different spectral intervals. 
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